Open Position
Founded by a team of executives with enterprise class technology experience, Databloks is building the next
generation enterprise resource management solution to address the needs of its industrial clients.
We are adding to our dynamic team of energetic and creative thinkers who will revolutionize the way ERP can help
clients address resource planning.
Part Time User Interface Specialist
The Opportunity: Databloks is hiring a part time (20 hours/week) User Interface (UI) Specialist who will report to
the CEO or his designee. In this position, you will work with the Databloks development team from the ground
floor with the opportunity to grow to full time as Databloks grows to build a design and presentation format for the
company’s new subscription service. The Databloks platform is a collection of browser pages and report interfaces
which is used to manage an enterprise data or ERP system. The browser pages are rendered in HTML5 using CSS
and the bootcamp framework. The UI Specialist will design, develop, and maintain a protocol for how the new
subscription service will appear to users. Additionally, the UI Specialist will design and develop a library of
Custom CSS/Bootstrap classes and a guideline for using these classes to produce separate instances of the user
interface.
Initial Deliverables:
1.
2.
3.

Visual Images – Samples, drawings, wireframe, prototypes, web pages or other representations of how the
Databloks interface will appear to the users
Style Manual – Descriptions, outlines, lists of User Interface features and the standards that should be
followed in rendering these features
CSS/Bootstrap Classes – Classes that can be used to produce the results described in the Style Manual

About you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

College degree
1-2 years working in graphical design with a software package or service vendor
Good graphic design skills and understanding of modern design user interface practices on the internet
Good writing skills necessary to produce a simple, clear style manual for producing the desired results.
Ability to write CSS/Bootstrap code to develop classes for developers to use.
Ability to communicate with both business and technical personnel (and bridge gaps in communications
between these disciplines)
Ability to work well with others and independently, super-smart, passionate about what you do, funny (or,
at least can take a joke), and fired up about the opportunity that awaits Databloks.
Ideally located in Chicago

Life is short. Work someplace great.
Databloks offers a dynamic, flexible work environment with competitive hourly rates and significant opportunity. The
challenges we solve are serious, but we’re not. We have fun every day because we love what we do. We are on a mission
to shape the future of enterprise resource planning and this is your chance to be part of it. Want to join the team that’s
thinking about what ERP can be? Apply here!

We appreciate and thank you in advance for your interest in our openings. At this time, only qualified candidates will be
contacted. No phone calls or faxes, please. Direct applicants only, no third-party staffing inquiries. Databloks is an
equal opportunity business.

